
Elevate Quick start guide
d i g i t a l

Step 1
Connect the HDMI

cable to your TV

Connecting and testing your Elevate platform is easy as 1-2-3-4
The VP71XD you purchased is preset and the SD card in front is loaded with sample video files

Step 2
Connect the white

control cable from the 
VP71XD to the 

Elevate Platform

Step 3
Place any object on the 

Elevate platform

Step 4
Connect the VP71XD
Power supply to any 

outlet 

Once power is connected the Elevate platform will illuminate blue and your TV will 
begin looping a sample “attract” video. Now... lift the object on the Elevate plat-
form. Your TV will play “Sample Video 1” and the Elevate platform will change to pink.

Elevate color and effect settings
The Elevate platform has 4 color and effect options. To adjust any setting, simply hold down the desired op-
tion for 5 seconds. When the platform flashes, let go of the button. Use the + and - buttons to rotate through 
the available options. Once an desired option has been selected press and hold the same option button for 5 

Trigger settings are only used when multiple 
platforms are connected to the same player

seconds until the platform flashes again then release.
Setting Options

• Lighting Trigger Effects (4 options / 2 speeds for each):
Fade between resting/off/triggered color
Fade between resting/triggered color
Flash between resting/off/triggered colors
Flash between resting/triggered colors

• Brightness Control: Global (Resting and Triggered) 
• Resting Color - (product is resting on platform)
• Triggered Color - (product is removed from platform)

Loading your SD or USB with video files
Simply load 2 video files. The looping “attract” video must be 
labeled 000 and the triggered video must be labeled 001. In 
the example below .mov files are used but the VP71XD can 
play a variety of file formats such as mp4, vob, mpeg2, etc.


